Advanced Technologies to
Upgrade Dams under Operation

Tsuruda Dam has been operated since 1966
The upgrading project started in 2006
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Technologies to upgrade dams under operation
1. Technologies to increase reservoir volume

P3

1-1 Raising the dam body
1-2 Constructing a new dam just downstream from the operating dam without stream diversion
1-3 Under water structural engineering work to construct in deep reservoir

2. Technologies to increase discharge capacity

P5

2-1 Constructing additional crest gates
2-2 Drilling the existing dam body from downstream
2-3 Constructing new spillways
2-4 Upgrading existing spillways

3. Technologies to improve structural stability

P7

3-1 Improving an existing dam’s structural stability to resist earthquakes damage
3-2 Controlling seepage through dam bodies and/or their foundations
3-3 Improving structural stability of downstream
3-4 Inspecting structural stability to resist catastrophic earthquakes

4. Technologies to improve operation

P9

4-1 Maximizing its functions through coordination with several other dams
4-2 Implementing flexible operation well timed with the flood discharge
4-3 Converting to a new system while continuing operation
4-4 Constructing or upgrading power plants

5. Technologies to control sediment

P11

5-1 Controlling sediment by bypass tunnels
5-2 Excavating and transporting sediment
5-3 Constructing a check dam to control sediment
5-4 Combining several sediment removal methods

6. Technologies to improve environments

P13

6-1 Adopting selective water intake facilities
6-2 Bypassing fresh water directly from the upstream to the downstream river
6-3 Adding new aerators
6-4 Adding facilities such as fish ways to conserve the ecosystem
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1. Technologies to increase reservoir volume
1-1 Raising the dam body
Increasing reservoir volume to improve flood control and/or power
generation.
・New Katsurazawa Dam in Hokkaido Pref.（Fig.1-1a)
・Kasabori Dam in Niigata Pref.(Fig.1-1b) etc.

Raising the dam body(11.9m)

New Katsurazawa Dam
（ongoing project）
Katsurazawa dam
（under operation）

Fig.1-1a New Katsurazawa Dam（major raising）

Raising the dam body(4m)

Fig.1-1b Kasabori Dam (minor raising)
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1-2 Constructing a new dam just downstream from the
operating dam without stream diversion
Continuing to operate the existing dam during the upgrading project.
・Tsugaru Dam in Aomori Pref.（Fig.1-2）
・Yubarishyparo Dam in Hokkaido Pref. etc.

New Tsugaru dam
（ongoing project）

Operating dam
(under operation)

New Tsugaru dam
（ongoing project）

View from the top of operating dam( under operation)

Fig.1-2 Tsugaru Dam

Flowing water

1-3 Under water structural engineering work to construct in
deep reservoir
Converting a part of the active storage capacity into capacity for another
pressing purpose without restricting operational functions of the existing dam.
・Tsuruda Dam in Kagoshima Pref. (Fig.1-3)
・New Katsurazawa Dam in Hokkaido Pref. etc.
STEP1

STEP3
STEP1

Installing scaffolds
STEP4

Drilling
STEP3
STEP2

Installing caisson

STEP4

STEP2

Foundation concrete
(by diving)

Fig.1-3 Tsuruda Dam
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2. Technologies to increase discharge capacity
2-1 Constructing additional crest gates
Increasing discharge capacity to operate the dam more effectively.
・Nagayasuguchi Dam in Tokushima Pref.(Fig.2-1)
・Hori Dam in Miyazaki Pref. etc.
After upgrading

Cutting dam body
and installing new spillways

Before upgrading

Fig.2-1 Nagayasuguchi Dam

2-2 Drilling the existing dam body from downstream
Increasing discharge capacity to operate the dam more effectively.
・Tsuruda Dam in Kagoshima Pref.(Fig.2-2)
・Tase Dam in Iwate Pref. etc.

Drilling dam body

Drilling
dam body
堤体削孔

Fig.2-2 Tsuruda Dam
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Photo taken at other dam

2-3 Constructing new spillways
Increasing discharge capacity to operate the dam more effectively without
remodeling the dam body.
・Kanogawa Dam in Ehime Pref.(Fig.2-3)
・ Amagase Dam in Kyoto Pref. etc.
１

Image of completed construction
Outlet gate
Outlet shaft

C
Tunnel spillway

2
Spillway gate room
Energy dissipator

Tunnel spillway
B
A

２

Rendering of tunnel
outlet (enlarged)
Outlet shaft
Outlet gate

1

Inflow channel

Fig.2-3 Kanogawa Dam

Temporary assembly base on water

2-4 Upgrading existing spillways
Increasing discharge capacity to operate the dam more effectively without
remodeling the dam body.
・Fukuji Dam in Okinawa Pref.(Fig.2-4)
・Sabaishigawa Dam in Niigata Pref. etc.
(1)Before building downstream spillway
(Regular and emergency use)

(1) Before building upstream spillway
(Emergency use)

Fukuji Dam

Downstream spillway
Upstream spillway

(2) After building upstream spillway
(Regular and emergency use)

(2) After building downstream spillway
(Regular and emergency use)

Fig.2-4 Fukuji Dam
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3. Technologies to improve structural stability
3-1 Improving an existing dam’s structural stability to resist
earthquake damage
Simultaneously improving seismic performance and adding flood control or
other functions to an existing dam.
・Sayamaike Dam in Osaka Pref.(Fig.3-1)
・ Hongochi-Teibu Dam in Nagasaki Pref. etc.
Before upgrading

After upgrading

After upgrading

Before upgrading

For flood control
Existing capacity

Existing capacity

Fig.3-1 Sayamaike Dam

3-2 Controlling seepage through dam bodies
and/or their foundations
Choosing the appropriate combination of countermeasures for seepage
control from among many options within a limited budget .
・Okukubi Dam in Okinawa Pref.(Fig.3-2)
・Chubetsu Dam in Hokkaido Pref. etc.
-

-

Low-permeable part

Low-permeable part

Supplementary grouting

Supplementary grouting
Medium –permeable part

High-permeable part

or

Medium-permeable part

Curtain grouting

Fig.3-2 Okukubi Dam
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High-permeable part

Curtain grouting

etc

3-3 Improving structural stability of downstream
Reinforcing the energy dissipator to improve structural stability of
downstream under sequent operation.
・Tsuruda Dam in Kagoshima Pref.(Fig.3-3)
・Nagayasuguchi Dam in Tokushima Pref. etc.
Before upgrading

Image of remodeling

Existing energy dissipator

Remodeled existing energy dissipator

Fig.3-3 Tsuruda Dam

3-4 Inspecting structural stability to resist
catastrophic earthquakes
Ensuring good seismic performance of a new or existing dams(Fig.3-4).

Design
(Level 1)

Check
(Level 2)

Seismic design standard based on the seismic coefficient method to
prepare to resist the design seismic force(Level 1)
• Seismic design for seismic force according to the following
-dam type(concrete gravity, concrete arch, embankment dam)
-area classification with earthquake motion records

Guidelines for Seismic Performances Evaluation of a Dam to resist
large earthquakes over the standard design level(Level 2)
Required to satisfy the following two seismic performances despite
damage at the time of Level 2 earthquake motion:
(1) The water storage function must be retained
(2) Damage must remain recoverable

Fig.3-4 Seismic Design Standard and Seismic Performance Guidelines
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4. Technologies to improve operation
4-1 Maximizing its functions through coordination
with several other dams
Carrying out integrated operation and using water more efficiently.
・Shorenji, Hinachi and Murou Dams in the Yodo river system(Fig.4-1)
・Ikari and Kawaji Dams in the Tone river system. etc.
② Supply of information

① Collection of information
Meteorological satellite

T AKAYAMA dam

Lake BIWA

HINACHI dam
SETA riv er weir

HIYOSHI dam

MUROU dam
SHORENJI dam
AMAGASE dam
KATSURA river

Lake BIWA
HIYOSHI dam

Radar observatory
KATSURA river

(Jogamori-yama, Wakayama)

AMAGASE dam

Radar observatory
(Miyama, Osaka)
YODO river
Integrated dams
Control Office

TAKAYAMA dam

HINACHI dam

MURO U dam

SHORENJI dam

KIZU river

NUNOME dam

YODO river
Integrated dams
Control Office

NUNOME dam

YODOGAWA river office
YODO river weir

YODOGAWA river office
YODO riv er weir

KINKI Regional Development Bureau
YODO river

KINKI Regional Development Bureau
YODO river

Fig.4-1 The Yodo river system

4-2 Implementing flexible operation well timed with flood
discharges
Controlling floods more efficiently based on real time rainfall information
collected from radar systems.
・Sarutani Dam in Nara Pref.(Fig.4-2)
・Miharu Dam in Fukushima Pref. etc.
Sarutani Dam
Drawdown criteria

40°

Typhoon location

Full water level
Approx. 9
million m3

Predicted rainfall

Target level

If all criteria are
applicable

24°

●: Center position (recorded) of a typhoon 24 hours
before inflow reaches the flood discharge of 1,000 m3/s
20°
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10m

Typhoon path

30°

Fig.4-2 Sarutani Dam

4-3 Converting to a new system while continuing operation

Gathering data as the dam continues operating.
・Isawa Dam in Iwate Pref.(Fig.4-3)
・Uchinomi Dam in Kagawa Pref. etc.

Isawa Dam

Existing Dam
Input flow(m3/s)
Operation center of
Isawa Dam

50.00

Operation center of
of aged
damdam
existing

40.00
30.00
Isawa Dam

20.00
10.00

Existing
Dam
Aged
Dam

0.00

2012/10/3 0:00

2012/10/4 0:00

2012/10/5 0:00

2012/10/6 0:00

Gathering data on a continuously operating dam

Fig.4-3 Isawa Dam

4-4 Constructing or upgrading power plants
Installing power plants under heavy humid conditions.
・Murou Dam in Nara Pref.(Fig.4-4)
・Terayama Dam in Tochigi Pref. etc.
Appearance of intake tower

Installation site

Passageway (shaft: spiral staircase)

Water-wheel generator to be
installed

Fig.4-4 Murou Dam
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5. Technologies to control sediment
5-1 Controlling sediment by bypass tunnels
Ensuring life-extension and keeping the river bed stable.
・ Koshibu Dam in Nagano Pref.(Fig.5-1)
・ Miwa Dam in Nagano Pref. etc.
Conceptual diagram

Sediment weir
Separation weir

In tunnel

Koshibu Dam

Sediment bypass tunnel

Tunnel outlet

Tunnel inlet

Before construction

After construction

Before construction

After construction

Fig.5-1 Koshibu Dam

5-2 Excavating and transporting sediment
Utilizing sediment as concrete material.
・ Shichikashuku dam in Miyagi Pref.(Fig.5-2)
・ Yokoyama dam in Gifu Pref. etc.

To revitalization project sites
excavating

Check dam

Shichikashuku Dam
Fig.5-2 Shichikashuku Dam
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5-3 Constructing a check dam to control sediment
Ensuring life-extension.
・ Yuda Dam in Iwate Pref.(Fig.5-3)
・ Miharu Dam in Fukushima Pref. etc.

Check Dam

Yuda Dam
Fig.5-3 Yuda Dam

5-4 Combining several sediment removal methods
Choosing the appropriate combination of countermeasures from among
many options within a limited budget.
・ Miwa Dam in Nagano Pref.(Fig.5-4)
・ Sakuma Dam in Shizuoka Pref. etc.

Separation weir

Miwa Dam

) Driftwood stopper

(2) Trap weir

3

Spillway at flood bypass tunnel

(

(1) Check dam

(1) Check dam

(2) Trap weir

(3) Driftwood stopper

Fig.5-4 Miwa Dam
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6. Technologies to improve environments
6-1 Adopting selective intake facilities
Controlling water temperature in the downstream river.
・ Yokoyama Dam in Gifu Pref.(Fig.6-1)
・ Benoki Dam in Okinawa Pref. etc.

◇

◇ Water intake at the upper part

◇ Water intake at the lower part

Multistage slide gate

◇ Under construction ◇

Fig.6-1 Yokoyama Dam

6-2 Bypassing fresh water directly from the upstream to
the downstream river
Maintaining the downstream water environment, even when the reservoir
environment is temporarily degraded.
・ Urayama Dam in Saitama Pref.(Fig.6-2)
・ Miharu Dam in Fukushima Pref. etc.

Through
Spillway

Bypass channel (steel pipe)

Fig.6-2 Urayama Dam
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Intake structure

6-3 Adding new aerators
Reducing the amount of blue-green algae.
・ Urayama Dam in Saitama Pref.(Fig.6-3)
・ Kamafusa Dam in Miyagi Pref. etc.
Installation

Operation

Reservoir before operation

Reservoir after operation

Fig.6-3 Urayama Dam

6-4 Adding facilities such as fish ways to conserve
the ecosystem
Guiding fish through the dam reservoir.
・ Pirika Dam in Hokkaido Pref. (Fig.6-4)
・ Samani Dam in Hokkaido Pref. etc.
(1) Ultralow channel

(2) Shunting pool

(6) Intake weir of Chushibetsu River

(5) Nature-oriented fish way

(4) Observation facilities

(3) Fish ladder

Fig.6-4 Pirika Dam
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Upgrading of operating dams
(Ongoing major national projects)

Type A1 Increasing capacities by constructing a new dam body
Type A2

by raising a dam body

Type B1 Additional outlets

by drilling technologies

Type B2

by tunnel technologies

Type A2

Type A1

Type C Sediments management facilities
New Katsurazawa Dam（Hokkaido）

Type B2

Yubarishuparo Dam（Hokkaido）

Type A1

Type A１

Type A1

Amagase Dam（Kyoto）

New maruyama Dam（Gifu）

Toga Dam（Toyama）
Tsugaru Dam（Aomori）

Type B2

Isawa Dam（Iwate）

Kanogawa Dam（Ehime）
Type A1
Miwa Dam（Nagano）

Nagayasuguchi Dam（Tokushima）

Sakuma Dam
（Shizuoka・Aichi）
Type C

Tsuruda Dam（Kagoshima）

Type B1

Type A1

Type C

Okukubi Dam（Okinawa）

Type B1

Contact us:
Japan Commission on Large Dams ( General )
E-mail : secretariat@jcold.or.jp

Japan Dam Foundation
E-mail : mizuki@jdam.jp

Japan Dam Engineering Center
E-mail : jdec_inquiry@jdec.or.jp

Tel : +81-3-3459-0946

( for technical matters concerning constructing dams )
Tel : +81-3-3545-8361

( for technical matters concerning R&D of dams )
Tel : +81-3-5815-4161

Japan Association of Dam & Weir Equipment Engineering
E-mail : dam@river.ocn.ne.jp

( for mechanical matters concerning dams and weirs )

Tel : +81-3-3267-0371

Water resources Environment Center ( for environmental matters concerning R&D of dams )
E-mail : wechome@wec.or.jp

Tel : +81-3-3263-9923

Japan Water Agency
E-mail : jwa_international@water.go.jp

Tel : +81-48-600-6553

Public Works Research Institute
E-mail : dam_str@pwri.go.jp

Tel : +81-29-879-6781

River Planning Division, Water and Disaster Management Bureau , MLIT, JAPAN
E-mail : river_kokusai@mlit.go.jp

Tel : +81-3-5253-8444
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